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Practice Problems:
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Standard:
Write the language of the standard.

4.3E Represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions with equal denominators using objects and
pictorial models that build to the number line and properties of operations.

Aspect of Rigor:
What is the aspect(s) of rigor called for by the
standard?

-Conceptual Understanding
-Procedural Skill & Fluency

Prior Grade
What did students learn in this grade level that

helps them build to the current grade’s
knowledge?

Click Here for guidance.

Current Grade
What is new learning based upon the grade below?

What is unique to this current grade level?

Next Grade
What will students learn in the next grade

level?
What is the extension

3.3(D) compose and decompose a
fraction a/b with a numerator greater
than zero and less than or equal to b
as a sum of parts 1/b (S)

3.3(C) explain that the unit fraction
1/b represents the quantity formed by
one part of a whole that has been
partitioned into b equal parts where b
is a non‐zero whole number (S)

4.3E) represent and solve addition and
subtraction of fractions with equal denominators
using objects and pictorial models that build to
the number line and properties of operations

5.3(H) represent and solve addition
and subtraction of fractions with un‐
equal denominators referring to the
same whole using objects and pictorial
models and properties of operations
(S)

Know
List what students need to know to begin to master the standard. (Use the

nouns found within the language of the standard)

Do
List all skills and processes students must be able to execute to master the

standard. (Use the verbs found within the language of the standard)

4.3E) represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions
with equal denominators using objects and pictorial models that
build to the number line and properties of operations

<Start with the language in the standard>
❖ Denominator - bottom of fraction (whole)

4.3E) represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions
with equal denominators using objects and pictorial models that
build to the number line and properties of operations

<Start with the language in the standard>
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➢ Equal denominators are the same number.
❖ Pictorial Models include-

➢ Sketches of linear fractions
➢ Strip diagrams

❖ Objects include
➢ Fraction strips
➢ Fraction bars
➢ Other linear fraction models

❖ Properties of Operations
❖ Improper fractions

➢ the numerator is greater than the denominator
➢ Greater than or equal to 1

❖ Mixed numbers
➢ A whole number and a fraction

TEKS Clarification
❖

Focus Document:
❖

Practice Problems:

❖ Students will represent adding and subtracting fractions using
models and/or equations.

❖ Students will solve addition and subtractions of fractions using
models

TEKS Clarification
❖ Properties of operations

➢ Decomposition of fractions primarily with mixed numbers

Focus Document:
❖ Number line- they need to know how to the read the number line,

students use this as tool to teach equivalence
Practice Problems:
❖ Students need to know how to write a fraction represented by the

model using expression
❖ Students need to know how to go from improper to mixed  then

from mixed back to improper
❖ Students should be able to use pictorial models to solve fraction
equations

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Standard & Aspect of
Rigor
Use this document for
guidance

4.3E Represent and
solve addition and
subtraction of
fractions with equal
denominators

4.3E Represent and
solve addition and
subtraction of
fractions with equal
denominators

4.9A Represent data
on a frequency table,
dot plot, or
stem-and-leaf plot
marked with whole

4.9A Represent data
on a frequency table,
dot plot, or
stem-and-leaf plot
marked with whole
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using objects and
pictorial models that
build to the number
line and properties of
operations.

using objects and
pictorial models that
build to the number
line and properties of
operations.

numbers and
fractions.

4.9B Solve one- and
two-step problems
using data in whole
numbers

numbers and
fractions.

4.9B Solve one- and
two-step problems
using data in whole
num

Objective Lesson 26
Add a mixed number
and a fraction.
Lesson 27
Add mixed numbers.

Lesson 28
Subtract a fraction
from a mixed
number.
Lesson 29
Subtract a mixed
number from a
mixed number.

Weekly Test 5
(Fractions)

Lesson 24
Solve word problems
with dot plots.

Module 7 Lesson 15
Measure and
compare pencil
lengths to the
nearest , , and1

2
1
4

1
8

of an inch, and
analyze the data with
frequency tables and
dot plots.

Bell Work Countdown to
STAAR Series 4 Day 6

Countdown to
STAAR Series 4 Day 7

Countdown to
STAAR Series 5 Day 1

Countdown to
STAAR Series 5 Day 2

Countdown to
STAAR Series 5 Day 3

Learning Activities
(Know & Do of the
lesson)

KNOW: (Provide specificity
in definitions, connections,
and/or facts that students
must be able to recall)

DO: (What are the verbs
that students will engage
in? When will they engage
in the full demand of the
standard?)

Know:
-add
-Mixed number
-fraction
-decompose a
fraction

Do:

-add mixed numbers

Know:
-subtract
-Mixed number
-fraction
-decompose a
fraction

Do:

Know:
-how to read a dot
plot

-whole number
-mixed number
-how to solve one
and two step word
problems

Know:
-how to read a dot
plot

-whole number
-mixed number
-how to solve one
and two step word
problems
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Click here for support and
use grade level field
guides.

and fractions

In Lesson 26,
students begin
adding a mixed
number to a fraction
using unit form. They
add like units,
applying their Grades
1 and 2
understanding of
completing a unit to
add when the sum of
the fractional units
exceeds 1. Students
ask, “How many
more do we need to
make one?” rather
than “How many
more do we need to
make ten?” as was
the case in Grade 1. A
number bond
decomposes the
fraction to make one
and can be modeled
on the number line
or using the arrow
way, as shown to the
right. Alternatively, a
number bond can be
used after adding like
units, when the sum

-add mixed numbers
and fractions

Lessons 28 and 29
follow the same
sequence for
subtraction. In
Lesson 28, students
simply subtract a
fraction from a
mixed number, using
three main strategies
both when there are
and there are not
enough fractional
units. They count
back or up, subtract
from 1, or take one
out to subtract from
1. In Lesson 29,
students apply these
strategies after
subtracting the ones
first. They model
subtraction of mixed
numbers using a
number line or the
arrow way

Do:
-how to create a dot
pot
-how to interpret
data from a dot plot

Lesson 24 concludes
the topic with word
problems requiring
the interpretation of
data presented in
dot plots. Students
create dot plots to
display a given data
set that includes
fraction and mixed
number values. To do
this, they apply their
skill in comparing
mixed numbers, both
through reasoning
and the use of
common numerators
or denominators. For
example, a data set
might contain both 1
5 9 and 14 9 , giving
students the
opportunity to
determine that they
must be plotted at
the same point. They
also use addition and

Do:

Topic D begins with
an exploration of
fractional
measurement.
Students construct
frequency tables and
dot plots by
measuring the same
objects three times,
accurate to , ,1

2
1
4

and of an inch1
8

(4.9A). Students
compare the dot
plots and explain
how changing the
accuracy of the unit
of measure affects
the distribution of
points. (see dot plots
at the bottom of this
page). This is
foundational to the
understanding that
measurement is
inherently imprecise
because it is limited
by the accuracy of
the tool at hand.
Students use their
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results in a mixed
number with a
fraction greater than
1, to decompose the
fraction greater than
1 into ones and
fractional units.

subtraction to solve
the problems.

knowledge of
fraction operations
to explore questions
that arise from the
plotted data.

Eureka Essential
Understandings:

What are the key
conceptual
understandings of
this lesson?

What are the key
procedural
understandings of
the lesson?

OR
What skills do
students need to
know how to apply?
How will students be
taught to
differentiate
between these skills?

Module 5
Lesson #: 26-27

Module 5
Lesson #: 28-29

Module 5
Lesson Number: 24

Organize information
to interpret data

How to draw a
number line with
fractional parts

Module 7
Lesson Number: 15

Lesson Closure Refer to  pg. 351 and
366  in the teachers

Refer to  pg. 379 and
390  in the teachers

Refer to  pg. 341 in
the teachers manual.

Refer to  pg. 209  in
the teachers manual.
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manual. manual.

Link to student
problem set

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m5.tf.l26/file/602
becf00d98d10042e8af
92

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m5.tf.l27/file/602
bed520d98d10042e8a
fa2

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m5.tf.l28/file/602
bf2790d98d10042e8af
c0

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m5.tf.l29/file/602
bf3820d98d10042e8af
d6

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m5.te.l24/file/601
d57202d86310042e65
eee

https://digital.greatmi
nds.org/assessments/s
tudent/resources/emt
x.g4.m7.td.l15/file/606
db09e47adf20042ff3f
a1

Homework Problem Set 58 Problem Set 59 Problem Set 60 Corrections
PS 55-57 due

Lesson Plan Process:
❖ Identify the standard and aspect of rigor.

➢ Deconstruct the Standard (Focus on readiness standards of the week)
■ What exactly do students need to be able to do to show mastery of this standard?
■ Which Problems are essential that students solve in order to reach the rigor set by the state of Texas?

❖ Eureka Prep: Do the Math of the Lesson
➢ This includes the exit ticket, problem set, concept development, application problem, and fluency--as applicable.
➢ Identify: What are the key understandings of the lesson? (conceptual, procedural, and/or application?)
➢ Using the Exit Ticket: Identify the activities and problems that are the absolute MUST-DO in the lesson.
➢ Are there any additional problems from the think-up resource that you want to include in your lesson?
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